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Automated Car Parking System

Automated Parking System can park more cars in less space than conventional parking systems because the cars are

moved by machines§ It can be parked all of cars in less space§ 

 

No one is opening doors into your car§ This reduces the nicks and scratches normally received from parking§ The engines

do not run after they enter the parking facility¥ which significantly reduces pollution§ There is also increased safety as

there is no need for anyone to go into a dark garage§  

 

The modern computer operated parking lots of today are extremely reliable¥ cost¦effective¥ safe and environmentally

friendly§ It has been designed into landmark structures leaving all outside walls original§

How Automated Car Parking Works«

Drive the car into the Entrance of Automated Car Parking System and park on the pallet

Multiple automatic sensors ensure that the car is properly positioned for parking

The computerized control system rotates the car and pallet 180 degrees so the car is facing forward when  

it is retrieved

The Car Lift is going up taking the car and pallet to an upper level

Car is transferred by another carrier that moves it laterally into an open space

The car and its pallet are moved to the designated parking space§

Automated Parking System

Free Parking Garage£Steel Frame works¤
Construction method by Steel structures and Floor Deck
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Tower Parking System

The Tower Parking system is designed to automatically move the vehicles on a pallet vertically on the Car Lift¥ then it is

moved horizontally left or right for storage§ Very fast retrieval time is accomplished in less than two minutes§ This system

is suitable for medium or large scale buildings§ 

 

It can also be used as a stand alone tower for a parking garage business§ Since it is controlled by an integrated computer

system¥ the overall operation can be viewed with touch screen§

Key Advantagesª�

Tower Parking System for parking of vehicles up to 50 levels height

It requires a small land foot print¥ 7m £width¤ x 7m £length¤ x 50m £Height¤ to accommodate 50 car spaces

Completely equipped with multiple sensors and multiple safety devices§

A self malfunction diagnostic control provides you with an excellent level of safety

Change the direction of car by built¦in turntable automatically so that the driver can retrieve the car to forward

movement§

Easy maintenance
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Square Parking System

The Square Parking system has been designed to automatically move the vehicles by elevating pallets vertically with

lifters on both sides and circulating pallets continuous horizontally after entering of vehicle into parking lot§  

 

This parking system is provided higher efficiency to be suitable for small and medium scaled building’s underground

area§

Key Advantagesª�

This parking system is provided higher efficiency to be suitable for small and medium scaled building’s

underground area

Entry and exit is very quick and convenient§ We incorporate a built in turntable on lifter

Completely equipped with multiple sensors and multiple safety devices

A self malfunction diagnostic control provides you with an excellent level of safety and reliability

According to the position of entrance and exit¥ it can be divided ‘Top Drive¦in¥ Direct Drive¦in and 

Built¦in Turntable’ type
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Puzzle Parking System

Puzzle Parking System is independent parking and it’s features is quick installation¥ easy operation and maintenance§

Entrance level pallets move sideways and upper level pallets move vertically¥ with always one pallet less at the entrance

and middle levels§ 

 

To collect a car parked on the upper level¥ the pallets at the entrance level will first move to one side to provide an

empty space into which the required Pallet is lowered or raised§ Max time to retrieve cars is 60 second with 2 & 3 high

systems and 90 second with 4 & 5 High systems§

Key Advantagesª�

This system is suitable for use for parking within buildings at both above and below ground level

Office¥ Residential¥ Commercial Parking¥ Park and Ride and other such like facilities in both above and below

ground applications use Multi¦Stage Automated Parking Systems

The space required per vehicle is minimized as no ramps are required

The system is designed to meet the space available and maximize the parking capacity

The Multi¦Stage system is tried¥ tested¥ well proven and very reliable with a large number of reference sites

available§
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Rotary Parking System

Rotary Parking System is designed to permit up to a maximum of 16 cars to be parked easily and safely¥ on the surface

area required to park 2 cars§ 

 

Rotary Parking System circulates the pallets vertically in which the cars are taken up and down by big chain§� The system

is provided with auto guidance system and multiple safety sensors§

Key Advantagesª�

Quick Automated Parking and retrieval of vehicles

Up to 16 cars can be easily and safely parked

Surface space required equivalent to just 2 surface car parking spaces

Low maintenance levels required by the system

This system is cost effective when extra land for surface parking is not available

Safety is ensured by use of a parking safety zone and multiple safety sensors

Easily constructed in a small area
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Parking Garage by Steel Structurer

The steel bearing structure consists of vertical columns and horizontal beams¥ usually connected by bolt and nut§ The

horizontal forces due to wind and breaking of cars are transferred horizontally through the floor slabs to the vertical

wind bracings or shear walls§  

 

In multi¦storey car parks¥ the outer columns are spaced at intervals corresponding to the width of one or more parking

spaces £units of 2§30m to 2.50 m¤§ Where the spacing between two columns exceeds 5 m¥ secondary beams are foreseen

between the columns§ Ideally¥ the distance between columns should correspond to the one of the main girders in order

to avoid secondary beams¥ thus optimizing the weight of the steel structure§  

 

An optical delimitation of the parking spaces is obtained when the distance between columns coincides with the border

width of each parking space§  

 

Steel structures in car parks are flexible and allow to easily adapt the size of the building to new needs without generally

disturbing the operations within§ Provided an appropriate design¥ steel structures can also be dismantled after a given

period of time for reconstruction at a new site§

Key Advantagesª�

Reduced weight of the structure

Insensitivity to settlements

Elastic deformation behavior

Hinged simple supports

Economical

User¦friendly

High sense of security for users

Short construction times

100 % recyclable

Expandable

Various uses
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Result in simplified flat foundations§ They also may make

deep foundations unnecessary§ In case very weak sub¦soils

require deep foundations for controlling the settlements¥

the design of lightweight steel structures leads to reduced

pile lengths§ It is a good procedure to wait with the tender

until the type of bearing structure is fixed in order to take

full advantage of the reduced costs of foundations

associated with light steel structures§

Parking lot width© 2.5 m

Parking lot length© 5.3 m

Drive way width© 6.5 m

Ramp slope© 12 %

Max§ car weight© 2¥500kg

Min§ clearance height© 2.10 m

Esthetical design

Reusable

Optimized car park layout

Floor Deck Panel
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